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Minimal Supports of Geometric Cycle Codes 
SATOSH! YOSHIARA 
For an incidence geometry A, its geometric cycle code H(A) is the top-dimensional homology 
group over F, recognized as a subspace of the chain group [5]. Minimal supports, the 
subchamber systems corresponding to minimal-weight vectors, of H(A) are worthy of study, 
because those for buildings A of spherical type coincide with apartments of A (Theorem l). 
The minimal supports of H(A) for the sporadic AT-geometry are also determined (Theorem 2). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, considerable attention has been focused on geometries admitting 
finite simple groups, including investigation of representations of these groups 
constructed by the geometries that they act on. A prototype of such 'geometric' 
representations is the Steinberg representation f a group of Lie type. In terms of the 
homology groups of the associated geometries, the buildings, this representation can be 
defined as the reduced Lefschetz module; that is, the alternating sum of the reduced 
homology groups. By the remarkable theorem of Solomon and Tits, it can be also 
defined as the module of the top-dimensional cycles. Note that both definitions can be 
generalized to any other geometries. 
The generalization f the former definition was investigated when the author worked 
with S. D. Smith and A. Ryba on the projectivity of the reduced Lefschetz modules for 
the sporadic geometries, everal years ago [4]. About the same time, Smith proposed a
new point of view for the latter definition, by recognizing the module of top- 
dimensional cycles as a code over F2 in the top-dimensional chain group with basis 
indexed by the chambers of the associated geometries. This code was called the 
geometric ycle code of a geometry in [5], in which Smith and the present author 
determined the length, the dimension and the minimal weight of this code for the finite 
buildings together with the sporadic AT-geometry. The result suggests a close 
connection between the code and a thin substructure of the associated geometry, 
because the minimal weight of the code for a finite building was shown to be the order 
of its Weyl group. 
The main aim of this paper is to make this connection clear by investigating the 
subchamber system corresponding to a vector of the cycle code of minimal weight, 
called a minimal support in this paper. In fact, Theorem 1 below shows that minimal 
supports can be thought of as a generalization f the notion of apartments in buildings. 
Following on from this suggestion, the author also investigated minimal supports for 
he sporadic A7-geometry, and established the uniqueness of them up to conjugacy 
(Theorem 2). 
To fix our terminology, let A be an incidence geometry of rank n + 1, identified with 
the associated simplicial complex. We denote by A ~ the set of simplices of size i + 1, 
and call elements of A" and A "-~ chambers and panels respectively. The set ~,. of 
formal sums of elements of A ~ modulo 2 forms a vector space over F2,___called the i-chain 
space, with a basis A i. The n-boundary map a, is a linear map from C, to C,_ ~ sending 
a chamber C E A" to the sum of panels D contained in C. Recognizing the kernel 
H(A) := H,(A) of a, as a subspace of (?,___endowed with a basis A", we call H(A) the 
(geometric) cycle code for A. Since C, is a vector space over F2, each vector 
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x = ~,c,a,, acC (ac E F2) of C---~ can be identified with its support supp(x):= {C 
An I ac ~ 0}. Minimal supports of the cycle code H(A) are supp(x) for which Isupp(x)l 
are a minimum among non-zero vectors x of H(A). The cardinal Isupp(x)l of minimal 
supports is simply the minimal weight of the code H(A). 
In [5], using the retraction maps, it is shown that the minimal weight of the code 
H(A) for any building A of spherical type coincides with the order of the associated 
finite Weyl group W. In this note, we prove a stronger esult, not referring to the 
retraction maps: 
THEOREM 1. For a building A of irreducible, spherical type, each minimal support of 
the cycle code H(A) forms an apartment. In particular, the minimal supports are 
uniquely determined up to the action of Aut(A). 
This suggests the importance of investigation of minimal supports for general 
incidence geometries, because they can be thought of as analogues of apartments in 
buildings. In [5] we show that the minimal weight of H(A) for the sporadic 
A7-geometry (the seemingly unique locally finite thick geometry of type C3, which is 
not a building) is 36, and are described an example of minimal supports. This result is 
strengthened to the following: 
THEOREM 2. For the sporadic A7-geometry A, minimal supports of H(A) are uniquely 
determined up to even permutations on the 7 points of A. 
In Section 2, some elementary results (especially for geometries of type M of rank 3 
defined over F2) are stated. A rather formal proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3, 
along the line of Tits' local approach paper [7]. A proof of Theorem 2 is given in 
Section 4 by a case-by-case analysis. 
2. SOME ELEMENTARY OBSERVATIONS 
We begin with elementary results on H(A) for a general geometry A. We follow the 
notation in the introduction. 
For x = ~ ac C E Cn, the coefficients of a panel D in 0n(x) is given by the sum of 
chambers containing D. Thus we have the following: 
m 
2.1. LEMMA. For a vector x ~ Cn, we have x E H(A) iff Isupp(x) fq St(D)l is even for 
any panel D ~ A n-~, where St(D) denotes the set of chambers containing D. 
Next we recognize A" as the chamber system associated with the geometry A by 
defining the ith equivalence relation (i = 1 . . . . .  n + 1) to be the transitive closure of 
the /-adjacency, where two chambers are called i-adjacent if they have a panel of 
cotype i in common (see [7]). We follow the terminology in [7], except that simple 
galleries in [7] will be called galleries for short. Moreover, for a subset X of A", we say 
that a gallery is in X if each member of the gallery is a chamber of X. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let c be a chamber of supp(x) for some O ¢ x E H(A). For any word 
f = i, • • • i,, on I = {1 . . . . .  n + 1}, there is a gallery in supp(x) of type fstarting from c. 
PROOF. We will show this claim by induction on the length m of a word. If m = 0, 
then (c) is the desired gallery. Take any word f = i, • • • i,, of length m >I 1. By the 
induction hypothesis, there is a gallery (Co = c, c, . . . . .  Cm-~) of type g =i~.- - im-~ 
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with cj ~ supp(x) for any j = 1 . . . .  ~ m - 1. Let D be the unique~ panel of eotype im 
contained in cm-l. As cm-~ ,~ supp(x)NSt (D) ,  [supp(x)nSt(D)l  is a positive even 
integer, by Lemma 2.1. Thus there exists at least one chamber c,, in supp{x) tq St(D)8 
distinct from c,,_~. Then (co . . . . .  c,,_~, cm) is the desired gallery. [] 
2.3. NOTATION. In the remainder of this section, we consider the minimal supports 
X of H(A) for a geometry A of type M of string diagram of rank 3 defined over F2. 
Explicitly, as an incidence geometry, A consists of three mutually disjoint sets, A o, A~ 
and A2, of elements called points, lines and planes, respectively, satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) The residues of points (resp. lines.and planes) are mutually isomorphic generalized 
mt.2-gons (resp. mo,2-gons and mo.l-gons) for some ml.2>~3 (resp. mo.3=2 and 
mo.i >~3). 
(2) ISt(D)I = 3 for any panel D, in the chamber system associated with A. 
There are many geometries that satisfy the above conditions. In addition to the 
sporadic AT-geometry in Section 4, Kantor's geometries for ~: (p )and  G2(p), where p 
are odd primes, provide further examples: see also the list in [1, pp. 131-133]. 
2.4. SUBSTRUCTURES OF A MINIMAL SUPPORT. By the minimality of IXI, the minimal 
support X is connected as a subchamber sytem of A2; that is, for any two chambers 
c, d E X there exists a gallery in X from c to d. 
We denote by Xo (resp. X~ and X2) the set of points (resp. lines and planes) 
contained in chambers of X. For a subset Y of X, we set Y~ := Y N X~ (i = 0, 1, 2). 
For an element v ~ Xi (i = 0, 1, 2), the set of chambers of X containing v is denoted 
by X(v).  We regard X(v)  as a subchamber system of St(v), where St(v) is a chamber 
system of elements of A" containing v equipped with the equivalence relations defined 
on A" except for the ith relation. In general, X(v)  is not necessarily connected. The 
next lemma describes the structure of connected components of X(v).  
2.5. LEMMA. Let i E {0, 1, 2} = I with {i, j, k} = I and v E Xi. Each connected com- 
ponent C of  X(v )  has the following structure of  the flags of  an 'm-gon' for some 
m >! mj,k (m may depend on each connected componem): 
C = {(v, lq-t, Hq_,), (v, l~_~,//q), (v, lq, Hq) I q = 1 . . . . .  m}, 
where the indices are read modulo m, 
C~ = {ll . . . . .  l,,} and Ck = {1111 . . . . .  /'/m}, IGI = ICkl = m and [C[ = 2m. 
PROOF. Let c = (v, vj, Vk) be any chamber in C (vj ~ A t, Vk E A). Then, for a = j  or 
k, any chamber a-adjacent to c is contained in St(D) for the panel D = (v, vh), where 
{a, b}={j, k}. By the assumption ISt(D)I =3 in 2.3(2) and Lemma 2.1, we have 
IC tq St(D)[ = 2. Thus there is a unique chamber of C different from c and a-adjacent to 
c. Since C is connected of rank 2, C has the polygonal structure described in the 
statement for some m. Since St(v) is a chamber system of a generalized mi.k-gon, there 
is no non-trivial closed gallery of length shorter than 2mj.k. Thus m ~ mj.k. Moreovez:, 
the above exact-2 condition on the panels implies that there is no element of Ck t2 C i 
appearing twice as 'vertices' (or 'edges') of the m-gon C. [] 
2.6. NOTATION. A connected component C of X(v)  satisfying the situation de- 
scribed in the above lemma is called an m-gon. Whenever we describe Cj and Ck, we 
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will arrange them so that (v, l,,_,, llq_,), (v, lq-i, Hq) and (u, lq, Ha) are chambers of C 
for any q = 1 . . . . .  m. We will refer to this ordering as the natural order. 
We say that two lines of k are coplanar if they are incident with a plane in common. 
2.7. LEMMA. (1) For any line 1 ~ X, ,  X(I)  is connected and either a 2-gon or a 
3-gon. In particular, IX(l)l = 4 or 6. 
(2) Let Ci = {ll . . . . .  l,,,} and C2 = {Hi . . . . .  /-/m} be the set of lines and planes of  a 
connected component C of X(v)  for a point v ~ Xo arranged in the natural order. I f  
m 1.2 ~> 4, the lines 1,1_ 1 and lq + i are not coplanar for any q = 1 . . . . .  m. 
PROOF. Since the residue of lines are isomorphic to the geometry of vertices and 
edges of the complete bipartite graph K3.3, by assumptions (1) and (2) in 2.3, claim (1) 
follows from Lemma 2.5. As for claim (2), suppose that lo_l and lq+~ are incident with 
a plane H of A. Since the residue of lines are generalized 2-gons, v must be incident 
with /7. Thus in the residue of v, {lq_l, lq, lq+l} and {l-Iq, iF/q+l, /-/} consist of the set of 
vertices and edges of a triangle. Since the residue of v is a generalized ml.2-gon with 
m~.2 I> 4, we must have H,,_, =/7,1 = H, which is a contradiction. [] 
3. MINIMAL SUPPORTS FOR BUILDINGS 
3.1. BUILDINGS. In this section, we assume that A is a building of irreducible, 
spherical type. The associated Weyl group 
w = <ri I i ~ l, (riFi.) m(i'j)= 1) 
is finite and irreducible. For a word f in the free monoid F(1) over I, we denote by r.r 
the image of f in W via the canonical map from F(I) to W given by i ~ ri. A word 
f = i~ • • • i,,, is called reduced if r r = ri, • • • rim is a reduced expression of rf (e.g. [7, 3.1]). 
Since A is a building, there exists a W-distance function 8 from A × A to W satisfying 
the following condition ([3, 3.1]): for a reduced word f = it • • • i,, and any chambers 
c, d ~ A, we have 
8(c, d) = r r iff there exists a gallery of type f from c to d. 
An isometry means (or "is defined to be") an injective map a from w into A satisfying: 
a(~(~), o4w)) = o- 'w 
for any v, w E W, where 8 is a W-distance function. The image A of W by an isometry 
a is called an apartment in A. (For more details, see [7] or [3, Ch. 3]). 
Note that A is thin; that is, IA f) St(D)I = 0 or 2 for any panel D. Thus, by Lemma 
2.1, the vector Y'C~A C belongs to H(A), which implies that the minimal weight of 
H(A) is equal to or less than IAI = IWl. 
3.2. ProPOSITION. Let X be a minimal support of  H(A). Take any chamber c in X 
and consider the function 77 from X to W, defined by: 
~7: d~-->8(c, d), 
where 8 is a W-distance function. Then *1 is a bijection from X onto W. In particular, 
IWI is the minimal weight of H(A). 
PROOF. Let w be any element in W. There exists a reduced word f with r /=  w. By 
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Lemma 2.2, there exists a gallery of type f in X starting from c. Then, for an extremity 
deX of this gallery, we have ~7(d)=8(c ,d )=r i=w by the property of the 
W-distance function 8. 
Thus the map 77 is a surjection of X onto W. Since Igl ~< IWl, by the remark previous 
to the proposition, 77 is a bijection. [] 
3.3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let X be any minimal support of H(A), and let c be a 
chamber of X. The chamber system X is connected by the minimality of IX[. For the 
bijection ~7: X-~ W in Lemma 3.2, we will show that its inverse map t~ -- ,/-t gives an 
isometry from W to supp(x) (cf. 3.1). The proof is divided into several steps. 
STEP 1. X is thin; that is IX N St(D)I = 0 or 2 for any panel D. 
PROOF. Assume that there exist three chambers c, d, e e X having a panel D of 
cotype i in common. Then c is/-adjacent to both d and e, and so 8(c, d) = ~(c, e) = r~. 
However, this contradicts the injectivity of ~7. • 
STEP 2. Let f and g be words in the free monoid over 1, and let c and d be chambers 
in X. Assume that f = ab and g = aiib for some words a, b and i ~ I. Then there exists a 
gallery in X of  type f from c to d iff there exists a gallery in X of  type g from cto d. 
PROOF. Let 3' = (c . . . . .  c,,, c,,+~, c,,+2 . . . . .  d) be a gallery in X of type g, where 
(c . . . .  , c,,) and (Cm+2 . . . . .  d) are galleries of type a and b respectively, and c,,+1 is 
/-adjacent to both c,, and c,,+2. By our definition of galleries, c,, ~ Cm+~. Since there is 
a unique chamber in X which is i-adajcent o c,,+~ but differs fromc,,+~ by step 1, we 
must have Cm = C,,,+Z. Thus, by deleting the chamber Cm+~ from 3/ and identifying cm 
and c,,+2, we obtain a desired gallery (c . . . . .  cm = c,,+2 . . . . .  d) of type f. 
Now let (c , . . . ,  c , , , . . . ,  d) be a gallery of type f ,  where (c . . . . .  cm) and (c . . . . . .  d) 
are of type a and b respectively. By 2.2 there exists a chamber e E X which is/-adjacent 
to c m. Then the gallery (c , . . . ,  Cm, e, c,, . . . . .  d) is of type g. • 
STEP 3. Let f and g be words and let c and d be chambers in X. Assume that 
f=ap( i , j )b  and g=ap( j , i )b  for some words a,b and i, j e I ,  where p ( i , j )=  
ijij . • • and p(j,  i) = jiji . • • are words of  length re(i, j). Then there exists a gallery in X of  
type f from c to d iff there exists a gallery in X of  type g from c to d. 
PROOF. Let y=(c  . . . .  ,e , . . . ,h  . . . .  ,d )  be a gallery of type f ,  where 
(c . . . .  , e), (e , . . . ,  h) and (h . . . . .  d) are galleries of type a, p(i, j) and b respectively. 
By 2.2 there exists a gallery 3" in X of type p(j,  i) starting from e. Let h' be the 
extremity of this gallery 3". Then, by the property of 8, we have that 8(e, h) = rptij~ 
and ~(e, h')=rp</, o. However rpti.j~=rptj.i~, and so we must have h =h '  by the 
injectivity of the map ,/: v ~ 8(e, v). Thus, by joining the galleries (c . . . .  , e), 3" and 
(h , . . . ,  d), we have a desired gallery in X of type g. 
STEP 4. Let f and g be words, and let c and d be chambers in X. Assume that r I = r r. 
Then there exists a gallery in X of  type f from c to d iff there exists a gallery in X of  type 
g from c to d. 
PROOF. By a property of Coxeter groups ([7, 3.4.3], or [3, 2.3]) we have r I =rg iff 
there exists a chain (f0 =f ,  . . . .  f,,, = g) of words such that fk-I and fk satisfy one of the 
following conditions for each k = 1 . . . . .  m: 
(1) fk-I = ab (or aiib) and fk = aiib (or ab) for some words a, b and i ~ I; or 
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(2) 3~-1 =ap( i , j )b  andf~ =ap(j ,  i)b for some words a, b and i~ j  e l ,  
where p(i, j) and p(j, i) mean the same words as in Step 3. Now the claim follows from 
Step 2 and 3. • 
STEP 5. In the final step we conclude the proof as follows. 
PROOF. Take any v, w e W and set d = a(v) and e = or(w). By the definition of the 
map ot given in the first paragraph, if we take a gallery y (or y')  in X of reduced type f
(or g) from c to d (or e), we have 8(c, d) = v = r s and 6(c, e) = w = rg. Now, by joining 
the reverse gallery of y and "y', we have a gallery in X of type f -~g from d to e. There 
exists a reduced word h satisfying rI-,g = rh. By Step 4, there exists a gallery in X of 
reduced type h from d to e. Thus, by the property of 6, we have: 
6(d, e) = rh = rf-,~ = r~lrg = v- lw. 
This implies that ot is an isometry, and that its image X is an apartment. [] 
4. MINIMAL SUPPORTS OF THE SPORADIC A7-GEOMETRY 
4.1. REVIEW. We will start with a review of a description of the sporadic 
AT-geometry A = (Ao, A~, A2; *; I). Take a set of seven letters {1, 2 . . . . .  7} as Ao, and 
the set of all triples of these letters as A~ := {ijk I i # j  ~ k ~ i e Ao}. Each element of A2 
can be considered as a collection of seven triples in m~ = ~which  forms a set of lines in 
the projective plane over F2. Furthermore, for any two elements/7 and H'  in A 2 there 
exists an even permutation o- on the seven letters A o satisfying /-/" = 17', but no such 
odd permutation. The incidence * is defined by natural inclusion. As in 2.3, elements in 
Ao, A~ and A2 are called points, lines and planes respectively. The following facts are 
well-known (see, for example, [2]). 
4.2. LEMMA. (1) The geometry A above is a geometry of  type M with too, = 3, 
too2 = 2 and m12 = 4,  having seven points, 35 lines, 15 planes and 315 chambers, and 
ISt(D)I = 3 for any panel D. 
(2) For any two distinct lines l = iab and m = icd incident with a point i, there exists a 
plane II incident with both of  them iff {a, b} f'){c, d} = Q~. In this case, /7 is uniquely 
determined and incident with the line ief, where {a, b, c, d, e, f, i} = {1 . . . . .  7}. 
(3) Any two distinct planes are incident with a unique line in common. 
4.3. NOTATION. In the remainder of this section, we assume that X is an arbitrary 
minimal support of H(A) for the sporadic AT-geometry A. It is proved in [5] that 
IXl = 36. 
Since A satisfies the conditions in 2.3, from now on we use the convention in 2.3 and 
2.4. 
4.4. LEMMA. (1) For any point i E Xu, each connected component C of  X( i )  is an 
m-gon for some m >t 4. Moreover, setting Cj = {ll . . . . .  l,,} with lq = iaqbq(aq, bq e 
{1 . . . . .  7}-{i}) in the natural order, we have {aq-l,bq_l}N{aq, bq}=f~ and 
[{aq-l, bq-i} N {a,l+ l, bq+,}[-- 1 for any q = 1 . . . . .  m, reading modulo m. 
(2) For any line l e X, ,  X( l )  is a 2-gon or a 3-gon. 
(3) For any plane /7 e X2, each connected component of  X( /7)  is a n-gon for some 
n>-3. 
(4) For any line iab e X~(i) (i e Xo), at least one of  a and b belongs to Xo. 
PROOF. Claims (2) and (3) follow from 2.7(1) and 2.5, respectively. Claim (1) 
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follows from 2.5, 2.7(2) and 4.2(2). We will show claim (4). By the assumption, we have 
(i, l,/-/) ~ X for l = iab and some/ /e  A2. Since ISt(/1) f3 X[ = 2 for the panel/1 = (l, H) 
by Lemma 2.1 and 4.2(1), there is a unique point j (~i)  with (j, l, H) ~ X. As l = ial~, j
must be one of a, b. [] 
4.5. LEMMA. The structure X( l )  is a 2-gon for any line I ~ X1. In particular, for each 
line l = iab E X( i )  (i ~ Xo), exactly one of a or b, say c, belongs to Xo, and I E Xl(c). 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.4(2), X(l)  is either a 2-gon or a 3-gon. Suppose that there is a 
line I e Xt such that X(l)  is a 3-gon. By suitably permuting the letters 1 . . . . .  7, we may 
assume that l = 123. Then Xo(l) = {1, 2, 3} and X2( / )  = {/11,/12,/13} ill the natural order, 
where /1,. is incident with i - 1, i (reading modulo 3). We will examine the connected 
component Ci of X(i)  containing the chamber (i, 123,/1i) (i = 1, 2, 3). The component 
C; is an mi-gon for some mi ~> 4 by Lemma 4.4(1). 
For i = 1, 2, 3, the lines l; and l" coplanar with l -- 123 in C i are of the form iab, with 
a, b e {4, 5, 6, 7}. Observing this form, we can conclude that l, li and l" (i = 1, 2, 3) are 
seven mutually distinct lines of X~. Since each C ~ is an m,.-gon with mi ~> 4, there is at 
least one line of C ~ not coplanar with l. Hence we have IXll ~> 8. 
Suppose that IXd = 8. Then we have X(i)  = C ~ is a 4-gon for each i = 1, 2, 3, and the 
unique non-coplanar line n~ to l = 123 in X(i)  affords the same line for /,= 1, 2, 3. 
However, since nj contains the letter i, this implies that n~ =n2=ns  = 123=l,  a 
contradiction. Thus IXtl ~> 9. Since IX(I)I = 6 and IX(m)l/> 4 for any m e Xx by Lemma 
4.4(2), we have IXI >I 6 + 8 .4  = 38, a contradiction. 
The latter part of the claim follows from Lemma 4.4(4). [] 
4.6. LEMMA. There is no point i ~ Xo such that X( i )  contains a 5-gon as a connected 
component. 
PROOF. Assume that 1 e Xo and a connected component C of X(1) is a 5-gon. Let 
C1 = {11 . . . . .  Is} in the natural order. We may take It = 123 ~ Ct. By Lemma 4.4(1), 
12 = lab and 14 = lac for some mutually distinct letters a, b, c e {4, 5, 6, 7}. By suitably 
permuting the letters 4 . . . . .  7, we may assume that l 2 ---- 145 and 15 = 146. Then applying 
Lemma 4.4(4), we have 13 = 126 and/4 = 135, interchanging 2 and 3 if necessary. 
Applying the latter part of Lemma 4.5 to the line l~, exactly one of the following 
holds: 1, 2 ~ Xo ~ 3 or 1, 3 E Xo ~ 2. If the former case holds, we have 5 ~ Xo ~ 4 and 
then 6 ~ Xo by applying Lemma 4.5 to the lines /4,/2 and ls in order. However, this 
implies that the line l 3 contains three points of X0, which contradicts Lemma 4.5. 
Similarly, we have a contradiction i  the latter case. [] 
4.7. LEMMA. We have IX2I = 6. In particular, the structure X(I1) is a 3-gon for any 
plane FIE X2. 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.4(3), each connected component of X( I I )  (II ~ X2) is an 
n-gon for n ~> 3. Thus there are at most 36/6 = 6 planes of X2. Since each connected 
component of X(i)  (i ~ Xo) is an m-gon for m >I 4, we have that IXEI I> Ix2(i)l I> 4. If 
LX21 = 4, then X(i)  is a 4-gon for any point i E Xo. This implies that IXl = 36 must be 
divided by 8 ~ IX(/)l, a contradiction. If IX21 = 5, X(i )  is a 4-gon for every point i E Xo 
by Lemma 3.6. However, this implies that 36 would be divisible by 8. Thus we have 
IX21 = 6 and therefore X( I I )  is a 3-gon for each plane H ~ X2. [] 
4.8. LEMMA. Assume that a connected component C of X( i )  (i E Xo) is a 6-gon. 
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Then three mutually non-coplanar lines of CI are of the form iab, iac and iad for some 
mutually distinct letters a, b, c, d of A~ - {i} such that i, a ~ Xo but b, c, d E Ao-  Xo. 
PROOF. By Lemmas 4.4(1) and 4.5, two non-coplanar lines of Ct are of the form iab 
and iac. where a, b and c are mutually distinct letters. The third line non-coplanar to 
both of these lines is either ibc or is of the form iad for some letter d distinct from 
i, a, b and c. If the third line is ibc, we have either b E Xo ~ c or c ~ Xo ~ b, by Lemma 
4.5. The existence of lines lab and iac implies that, in either case, we have a e Xo and 
one of these lines is incident with three points of Xo, which contradicts Lemma 4.5. 
Hence the third line is of the form iad. 
If a ~ X,~, then i, b, c, d e Xo. Then 36 = IXl I> 8 IX,, - {i}l + 12/> 36, which implies 
that Xo={i, b, c, d} and X(b), X(c) and X(d) are 4-gons. By suitably permuting 
letters, we may assume that i = 1, a = 2, b = 3, c =4 and d = 5, and that It--123, 
13 = 124 and 15 = 125 for the lines of C~ = {It . . . . .  16} in the natural order. Then 12 = lef 
for e,.f c {5, 6, 7}. As 6, 7 E A . -  X~, we have 12 = 156 or 157. Replacing 6 and 7 if 
necessary, we may take 12 = 157. Now the line 14 = lef for some e, f e {3, 6, 7}, and so 
14 = 136 or 137. Since 12 has exactly two common letters with 14, by Lemmas 4.4(1) and 
4.5, we have 14 = 137. Similarly, we have l 6 = 147. 
Since X(3) is a 4-gon with two non-coplanar lines It and 14, the remaining two lines 
are of the form 3ef for e, f e {4, 5, 6}. Since 345 is incident with three points of Xo, 
345 ~ Xt. Thus Xt(3) = {1~, 346, 14,356}. 
Recall that by Lemma 4.5 there are exactly two planes of X~ incident with 1~ = 123; 
say, H~ (incident with 1~) and //~, (incident with 16). The lines of Ht though 1 should be 
123, 157 and 146. Thus /-/t does not contain the line 346. Since two planes of X(3) 
incident with /~ are exactly Ht and I16, this implies that Ht contains 123, 157 and 356 
and [1~, contains 123, 147 and 346. Since 123, 157 and 356 are lines of a PG(2, 2)-plane 
not passing through a point in common, we can uniquely reconstruct the seven lines 
including them so that they satisfy the axiom of a projective plane (in fact, 
{123, 157,356, 146,347,245,267} can be obtained). Thus the plane Ht is uniquely 
determined by its lines 123, 157 and 356, and similarly H6 by 123, 147 and 346. 
However, the transposition (4, 5) interchanges these two sets of lines, and therefore 
Fl~ 4"5) = [ I  6. This contradicts the fact that A 2 forms one class under the action of A 7 but 
not of $7 (see 4.1). 
Hence we have a ~ X., and therefore b, c, d E Ao - Xo. [] 
4.9. LEMMA. For a minimal support X of H(A), Xo consists of three points such that 
X(i) is a 6-gon for each point i ~ Xo. 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.7, we have IX21 = 6. In particular, each connected component 
of X(i) for a point i E Xo is a 4-gon or a 6-gon by Lemma 4.6. Note that the equation 
36 -- 12a + 8b for non-negative integers a, b has exactly two solutions: 36 = 12 + 12 + 12 
and 36 = 12 + 8 + 8 + 8. In the former case, we have IXol = 3 and X(i) is a 6-gon for 
each i e Xo, and the lemma follows. 
Assume that the latter case holds, and let C be a connected component of X(i) for 
some i e Xo which is a 6-gon. Applying Lemmas 4.8 and 4.4(1) to the lines 
CI = {11 . . . . .  16} of C in the natural order, we may assume that i = 1, 2, 3 E Xo, and 
lt, 13 and 15 (resp. 12, 14 and 16) contain the letters 1,2 (resp. 1,3) in common. In 
particular, both X(2) and X(3) contain three mutually non-coplanar lines. Since the 
connected components of X(2) are 4-gons, the lines l~, 13 and 15 do not belong to one 
connected component of X(2). Thus X(2) and similarly X(3) have at least two 
connected components. Since X(1)AX(2)AX(3)=~ by Lemma 4.5, the lines li 
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(i = 1 , . . . ,  6) contribute at least four connected components of size 8 in X(2) LJ X(3). 
Then, adjoining one component X(1) of size 12, X has at least 48 + 12 ckambers, which 
contradicts IXJ = 36. [] 
We will now start to prove Theorem 2. 
4.10. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. First note that it suffices to show that there is a 
permutation tr of $7 such that X '~ is the explicit chamber system Y described in [5, p. 
7]. For, such tr should be an even permutation, since the planes of II2 and X2 belong to 
A2. 
We will now show that the explicit chamber system Y can be obtained from X by 
permuting the seven letters. We may assume that X0={1, 2, 3} by Lemma 4.9. 
Applying Lemmas 4.8 and 4.4(1) to the lines X1(1) = {t~ . . . . .  16} of X(1) in the natural 
order, we may assume that 11 = 124, 13 = 125 and Is = 127; 12 = 13a,/4 = 13b and l 6 = 13c 
for some a = 6 or 7, b = 6 or 4 and c = 6 or 5, by permuting the letters suitably. Let 
X2(1) = {H1 . . . . .  H6}, where rlq is incident with lq_~ and lq (q = 1 . . . . .  6). Note that 
lq_ 1 is incident with exactly two planes//q_ ~and//q by Lemma 4.5. 
The 6-gon X(2) contains the three mutually non-coplanar lines 11 = 124, 13 = 125 and 
15 = 127. The other lines of Xt(2) contain exactly two letters of X0 - {1} = {2, 3}. Thus 
we have X1(2) = {124, 23a', 125, 23b', 127, 23c'} in the natural order for some.mutually 
distinct letters a', b' and c', where a' = 6 or 7, b' = 6 or 4, and c' = 6 or 5 by Lemma 
4.4(1). 
Now suppose that a- -7,  b = 4 and c = 5. Assume that (a', b', c ' )=  (7, 4, 5). The 
unique plane of X(2) containing Ii = 124 and 23a' = 237 is either 1/1 or H6. Since H~ 
contains 12 = 137, it does not contain 237. Thus the plane//6 contains the lines 124, 135 
and 237, and therefore the plane H~ contains the lines 124, 137 and 235. Since//~ and 
//6 are determined by these lines, //1 can be obtained from //6 by applying the 
transposition (5, 7), which is a contradiction. Thus exactly one of a', b' and c' is equal 
to 6. If (a', b', c ' )=  (6, 4, 5), by similar consideration to the above, the plane //2 
containing 125 and 237 should contain the line 234 in X(2), but not 236. Moreover, the 
plane H~ contains the lines 124, 137 and 235, by the same reasoning as above. Then we 
have //2 =//~4.5~ a contradiction (see the argument in the last part of the proof of 
Lemma 4.8). Similarly, we can eliminate the other two cases. 
Thus we have proved that exactly one of a, b and c is 6. By symmetry, exactly one of 
a', b' and c' is 6. Applying a permutation on {4,5,7} (rotating the three mutually 
non-coplanar lines l~, l 3 and/5), we may assume that b -- 6, and so a -- 7 and c = 5. If 
(a', b', c') = (7, 6, 5), the same argument as above shows that//~5.7~ =//6,  a contradic- 
tion. Applying the transposition (5, 7), the remaining two cases are interchanged. Thus 
we may assume that X1(1) = {124, 137, 125, 136, 127, 135} and X~(2)-- 
{124, 236, 125, 234, 127, 235} in the natural order. Since X(1)t_J X(2) contains all the 
lines of XI, we have X1(3) = {137, 235, 136, 234, 135, 236} in the natural order. The 
resulting chamber system X is exactly the chamber system Y described in [5, p. 7]. [] 
4.ll. THE STABILIZER OF A MINIMAL SUPPORT. It is not difficult to show that the full 
automorphism group Aut (A)  of the sporadic A7-geometry is the alternating roup A7 
on the seven letters. We can also determine the stabilizer in A7 of the minimal support 
Y, which appeared in the last part of 4.10, as follows. 
Since each of the 6-gons Y(1), Y(2) and Y(3) has a unique pair of coplanar 
'diagonal' lines (124 and 136 in Y(1), 127 and 236 in Y(2), and 234 and 137 in Y(3)), 
the stabilizer of Y induces permutations on these three pairs of diagonal lines. In 
particular, it fixes the unique letter 5 not appearing in any of these lines. Now it is easy 
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to check that (12)(47) is the unqiue element of Aut(A) stabilizing Y which interchanges 
Y(1) and Y(2). Thus the stabilizer Aut(A)r is the group isomorphic to $3 generated by 
(12)(47) and (23)(46). 
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